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Todd,

Please add the following communication to the special committee meeting regarding 5550
Langstaff 
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Mrs. Rebecca Hall-McGuire 


Legal Counsel 


City of Vaughan  


2141 Major Mackenzie  


Vaughan, ON 


L6A 1T1 


(905) 832-8585 ext. 8475 


 


January 24, 2020. 


 


WITHOUT PREJUDICE  


 


Mrs. Hall-McGuire,  


In my opinion after careful review of documents, passed occurrences and the facts.  


In response to your communication from January 23/2020.  I have reviewed the communication 
and have a few concerns which are the following. 


Yes, you are correct that I have requested the matter of the Stockpiles that are currently on the 
property of 5550 Langstaff to be part of the public agenda.  


You stated that because of the ongoing matters before the court my request can not be brought to 
the public agenda. However, I would like to bring to your attention that after carefully reviewing 
the matters before the court the following break down is as follows 


CV-15-530281 ONSC 6667 was served on the City of Vaughan on December 8/2015 and its 
regarding the hold back of the Subdivision agreement. 


CV- 16-561498 ONSC 3936 was served on the City in March of 2017 and brought before the 
courts without the publics knowledge of this claim even existing as this claim speaks to the gate 
that was installed on September 15/2015.  


There is no matter that is currently before the courts that represent the argument of these 
stockpiles. As these stockpiles were from the illegal remedial operations that occurred in the 
summer of 2018. Where the Ministry laid charges and the charges were heard in Newmarket 
court which resulted to a guilty verdict by Judge Clark On or around September 23/2019.  


Mrs. Hall-McGuire, I would like to address paragraph 5 of your January 23/2020 
communications. I will quote your Statement then will make my comments. 


” In your correspondence dated January 16, 2020 you refer to recordings of my phone conversations 
with Ms. Simone Barbieri. Please be advised that these recordings are relevant to Simone’s litigation 







against the City and accordingly these recordings must be preserved, and the City reserves the right to 
request all recordings be produced in the litigation. I have copied Ms. Simone Barbieri on this email to 
ensure she is aware of her ongoing obligation to preserve (and eventually produce) all recordings of 
conversations between her and City staff related to 5550 Langstaff.”  


The above statements in my opinion hold many contradictions to upholding the true validity of 
the process of legal matters that are before the courts.  


First if the City of Vaughan is reserving the right to preserve articles that represent a matter 
before the courts.  


Then in my opinion as the legal Matters with Mr. Gentile began in 2015 the City of Vaughan 
never enforced the validity of that matter to be preserved as its still before the courts.  


Instead the City of Vaughan continued working with Mr. Gentile but shut the residents out of 
any and all communications.  


Please let’s not forget the Environmental Compliance Approval that was issued to 1668137 
Ontario Inc on April 4/2014 for the municipal property known as 5550 Langstaff Lot 11 Con 8.  


Also carried compliance issues that 1668137 Ontario Inc needed to seek an amendment for or 
request an appeal to the ECA to operate within compliance on the Property of 5550 Langstaff 
when conducting the remedial operations of the property. 


 As that was established once again in the Newmarket court on or around September 23/2019 
that neither option was ever exercised by Mr. Gentile of 1668137 Ontario Inc.  


It was also established that all involved parties were aware of this non-compliance to the 
Environmental Protection Act of the ECA as the Provincial officer orders that were amended 4 
times were never complied with since 2014 and the Ministry took the position of not amending 
the provincial officer orders any further because of the unwillingness of cooperation of the Mr. 
Gentile not operating within the legislation of O/Reg 153/04 and O/Reg 347.  


There were letters issued out by the Ministry to the City of Vaughan regarding Liability exposure 
of section 168 of the Environmental protection Act.  


How ever in my opinion it seems that the City of Vaughan never acted accordingly with those 
communications as not a single resident was ever informed of these liability risks or any other 
prudent information enclosed in these environmental documents.  


When reviewing the Policy of the VOP I have come to understand the following. Through policy 
that our City of Vaughan council has passed and endorsed it affirms that the Environmental 
Protection Act is Linked with the Building Code Act 1992. Once a policy is passed and the 
Municipality decides to place a Municipal service inspector on and municipal property 
development, the municipal service inspector in collaboration with our elective local council and 
staff owe a duty of care to whom all that can be affected, harmed or damaged. As these 
responsibilities of the City of Vaughan or the property owner were never practiced. 


Can you please explain to me how the matters of CV-15-530281 of 2015 has not been set down 
for trial? 







 When you review the court process of an allotted time frame for a matter before the courts. The 
Courts allow a matter a 5-year window to be resolved or set down for trial. As it currently stands 
Dec 8/2020 is the 5-year anniversary of CV-15-530281 ONSC 6667. Which in my opinion was 
never going to be set down for trail, but only used as a tool to cut out the public voice or public 
consultation that is owed to us through public policy and process. 


As well the City of Vaughan has taken the position with Simone Barbieri to categorize her 
communications as vexatious and frivolous, and then suspending her municipal services for a 
duration of 3 months. When in that process the City of Vaughan was in a position of full 
knowledge of history of non-compliance of Mr. Gentile and was in possession of prudent 
information within environment documents that could of prevent a world of harm, 
stigmatization, damages, financial burden etc. On the residents and their own private properties. 


When reviewing Simone’s FOI package from the MEPC the online file holds a volume of an 
approximate of 6321 pages of all current environmental documents that the DTE department of 
the City of Vaughan has received and is required to use within the review process of the policy 
of the Vaughan official plan according to section 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, of the Policy. As the City of 
Vaughan currently should not be questioning or be able to indicate that they are not currently 
aware of what documents are currently being used. As the way the file was downloaded from the 
MEPC was in the current stage of each document being submitted and used for reference of 
current operations of the site.  


In 2017 there was another claim of CV-16-561498 that was served to the City of Vaughan from 
Mr. Gentile of 1668135 Ontario Inc regarding the gate that was installed on the end of Campania 
court in the area of the City of Vaughan 0.3 meter reserve as Mr. Gentile did not comply to his 
commitment of 2015 ROP that the City of Vaughan issued out against public knowledge because 
the City of Vaughan knew that the residents were apposed to this as Mr. gentile had a phase 1 
entrance to utilize on his site of 5550 Langstaff. That claim in no way represent the illegal 
occurrences that took place in 2018.  


As the CV-16-561498 as well has not been put down for trial and the City of Vaughan taking the 
position to not preserve the evidence of that matter of the final decision that was written by Mr. 
Justice P.J. Cavanagh in paragraph 5 that no hauling of waste was permitted off the site of 5550 
Langstaff through Campania court. Yet hauling of waste was occurring and when we notified the 
City of Vaughan no action was taken as the hauling carried out through the whole summer of 
2018. Then when we called the YRP to intervene the Officer took the position to contact Andrew 
Pearce and in that phone call the Office informed Andrew that he had the ability to cease the 
hauling, it was then when Andrew responded no let it continue. Obstructing a courts decision and 
the YRP from doing their job.  


Mrs. Hall-McGuire, as I do respect the legal system and the process to uphold the integrity of 
any matter that goes before the courts, I ask you to please allow me to understand how the 
integrity of the matters that are currently before the courts with Mr. gentile has been preserved 
and upheld. As there is a least a half of a decade in my opinion when reviewing the events that 
took place and the documents in the Hands of the City of Vaughan that have occurred against 
compliance of policy and legislated framework and operations of the site were never ceased and 
discussions between all parties were never discontinued until the matters before the court were 
settled. Please explain the preserve to produce and the elements of integrity regarding these 
matter in keeping with respecting the court systems legal process?? 







Therefore, after carful review the matter of the 2018 Stockpile is no where involved in the any of 
Mr. Gentile claims against the City of Vaughan before the courts. Therefore, currently I do not 
see the resistance once again to add this item to the public agenda. As a community letter you 
stated is being prepared for the community. Wouldn’t that letter act in the same way of adding 
this item to the public agenda of February 11/2020? 


 The clear resistance I see here from the City of Vaughan is that you are clearly trying to cut of 
the resident’s voice and as well cut out the ability of any of this prudent information hitting the 
public record. If that resistance is not true, I do not see why it should be an issue to add this 
matter to the public agenda.  


The communication you attached from Aug 8/2019 where you asked Simone Barbieri about the 
identified sensitive receptors here is Simone Barbieri’s original communication that was sent out 
and what she was asking and requesting.  


What Simone Barbieri was seeking from the City of Vaughan after reviewing information that 
was finally provide through the FOI process of MEPC that Sensitive identified receptors existed, 
and the property of 12 Campania court was included in that identification. Which at that point 
was new concerning information that was never expressed to the residents of 12 Campania court 
in the existence of this project and was never brought to a public agenda in the City of Vaughan. 


At this time, I will agree with Simone such agreements should have been put in place and as 
clear indication from returned communication indicates that you have refused to indicate the 
acknowledgement of such agreement.  


Mrs. Rebecca Hall-McGuire, Aug 6/2019 @ 11:26am  
 
“Can you please send me a copy of Identified Sensitive Receptor Agreements that were enter into with all outlined 
identified sensitive receptors, that would provide a mitigation plan, that was enter into by all parties, protecting from 
harm and damages before the City of Vaughan entered into development agreements, draft plan agreements, and 
passed any Municipal bylaws in council at the City of Vaughan with respect to 1668135 Ontario Inc, 1668137 Ontario 
Inc, Antonio Gentile, Gentile Brother Construction Limited for municipal property known as 5550 Langstaff,  Vaughan, 
Ontario, Lot 11 Cons 8.  
 
Can you please provide the agreements that bears proof that the identified sensitive receptors enter with the City of 
Vaughan and the proponent of 5550 Langstaff property before the remediation broke ground at 5550 Langstaff, 
Vaughan, Ontario, under the Municipal Code. That provides outline that all identified sensitive receptors were 
disclosed of the risks being an identified receptor and that intel's an outline of requirements, and responsibilities of the 
proponent and the City of Vaughan to maintain a safe environment, without health risks, harm or damages to all 
identified sensitive receptors that bears a plan to protect all, and in the event damages or harm were to occur what 
the mitigation plan set out to remediate the damages on one's private property or quality of life.” 
 
Regards 
Simone Barbieri 
 
Mrs. Hall-McGuire, I feel that you have misinterpreted Simone’s email.  She was requesting you 
to provide her these documents.  I understand sometimes things get misinterpreted through 
written communications, therefore verbal communication provides an opportunity for clarity.  
Please understand we have done nothing wrong.  We are just trying to reach a win win situation 
for all parties regarding this mess.  I don’t think this is asking to much.   
 
Kind Regards, 
Phyllis Barbieri  







 


 


 


  


 


	






Regards 
Simone Barbieri 





Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 22, 2021, at 12:26 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Todd,

Can you please add the following communication from Jan 22,2021 to the agenda of the special council meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff.


This will confirm the status of the City of Vaughan knowing about the Current Provincial Officer Orders. 


Regards,
Simone Barbieri 



<jan222021.pdf>


Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 4:59 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Todd,

Please add this document to the Special Council Meeting.


That will correct the record of Mr. Carella statement that the site was not contaminated.


Regards,
Simone Barbieri 


<image0.jpeg>


Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 4:17 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:








Hello Todd,


Please add this second communication to the special council meeting. 



<letter 04212021x2.pdf>




Regards,
Simone Barbieri 


Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 1:26 PM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:







Todd,




Please place this communications on the City website for the Special Council meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff. Please add my communication received today to Special Council meeting as well. 


As well as the 2 Orders from the Ministry of Environment. As well as a copy of the court Order for the hauling as well. 


Regards,
Simone Barbieri 

<letter to council 04202021.pdf>





<20210129132018937.pdf>





<20210106135918091 2.pdf>





<2014 CoV Contaminated Sites Policy Update 2.pdf>





<new doc 2018-03-11 22.04.13_20181130135432.pdf>





<Final Remediation Action Plan.pdf>










https://pub-vaughan.escribemeetings.com/Meeting.aspx?Id=ac33c990-4578-4abc-93e4-518a692b2ce9&Agenda=Addendum&lang=English&Item=14

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 21, 2021, at 11:33 AM, Simone Barb <simonebarb351@yahoo.ca> wrote:







Hello All,


Please see attached communication regarding April20/2021 meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff.


Also attached is the 2 Current Ministry Orders that are currently outstanding and have not been complied with by the developer. The first order Amended to the second Director’s order. 


Regards,
Simone 


<letter to council 04202021.pdf>



<20210106135918091 2.pdf>



<20210129132018937.pdf>







Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 20, 2021, at 6:15 PM, Phyllis Barbieri <phyllisbarbieri@hotmail.com> wrote:













Good evening to all:




This email I find disturbing that Councilor Carella is behaving so careless with his constituents well being!!  





I have been struggling since this nightmare began!!  The fact that we are being totally ignored and this is another bad decision!!  





Suzanne Craig Intgrity Commissioner has constantly been made apprised!! of how we have been ignored. Yet she is failing us to.   





I demand that Tony Carella step down. It’s clear due to his age he can’t think clearly. This application is not protecting the City‘s risk.  Don’t forget Gentile is suing, so why are do you doing business with him???





Phyllis



Sent from my iPhone



On Apr 20, 2021, at 2:19 PM, Richard Lorello <rlorello@rogers.com> wrote:













Mr. Coles





Please place this communications on the City website for the Special Council meeting regarding 5550 Langstaff.





https://pub-vaughan.escribemeetings.com/Meeting.aspx?Id=ac33c990-4578-4abc-93e4-518a692b2ce9&Agenda=Addendum&lang=English&Item=14







Councillor Carella







It is most disturbing that you brought this item forward as an addendum item regarding 5550 Langstaff without any notification to the community that is directly affected. You have an obligation to your constituents to not
 only apprise them any developments but you also have an obligation to allow for public input. Did you even consider meeting with the community
 to advise them of your intentions to proceed with the development at 5550 Langstaff?





This is yet another liberty that you have taken in the midst of a raging pandemic. Your actions in this matter are deplorable. 







I strongly request that your addendum item be retracted until the people affected by this development have been notified of a public meeting to hear their input. 





As you are well aware this development is situated on a recognised Ministry of Environment brown field where hazardous waste has been dumped dating back decades and for years the community has been concerned for their health
 and welfare.





You are aware that the residents of this community have had their lives turned upside down over the last 15 years with a history of poor management on the City's including the transport of dump trucks carrying hazardous material
 through their neighbourhood.





You are aware that the first phase of this development was started without permits or an acknowledged Record or Site Condition by the Ministry of Environment.





You are aware that the residents of this community have been waiting for years for some kind of resolution to this matter.





That said you decided to proceed with none other than an addendum item without any public notification or opportunity for the public for input. The manner in which this development has been managed over the years has also
 been deplorable.





Other members of Council and the Mayor also have an obligation to reject Councillor Carella addendum at the next Special Council Meeting until the proper protocols and public notices have been provided. 





I and others would like to know what your plans are prior to making a motion to Council.





Sincerely

Richard T. Lorello









On Tuesday, April 20, 2021, 11:31:31 a.m. EDT, IRENE FORD <ireneford@rogers.com> wrote:














Hello, 





At this mornings meeting I tuned in late. Councillor Carella brought up a development application 5550 Langstaff Rd. I don't really understand why or how it got to be here or what the motion was fully about. He is pushing to get approval for
 something so the construction on this site can get the green light. It sound like the Mayor is going to schedule a Special Council meeting for this. I think Councillor Carella's intentions are good here and just wants this saga over with, at least that's how
 he's presented this. 





I take issue more with the process as to why and how a development application came up in this meeting. It would seem the issue will now by-pass CofW and go straight to a Special Council meeting as per Vaughan's by-law no once can speak at Council
 meetings so it sounds like whatever just happened circumvented opportunities for residents to give deputations. Councillor Carella is willing to take the heat for this b/c the saga has been going on for so long...





If you are more familiar with the history and have concerns here you may want to reach out to inquire what is happening. I will not be doing anything further with this item. 





Irene





‘Joint
 failure’: 15-year saga over Vaughan dump site development heats up — again — due to waste haulage









		
		
		

		
		














		
		
		

‘Joint failure’: 15-year saga over Vaughan dump site development heats u...



'I lost friends over this ... Some people thought I'm not doing enough,' Coun. Tony Carella said.
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Mrs. Rebecca Hall-McGuire 

Legal Counsel 

City of Vaughan  

2141 Major Mackenzie  

Vaughan, ON 

L6A 1T1 

(905) 832-8585 ext. 8475 

 

January 24, 2020. 

 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE  

 

Mrs. Hall-McGuire,  

In my opinion after careful review of documents, passed occurrences and the facts.  

In response to your communication from January 23/2020.  I have reviewed the communication 
and have a few concerns which are the following. 

Yes, you are correct that I have requested the matter of the Stockpiles that are currently on the 
property of 5550 Langstaff to be part of the public agenda.  

You stated that because of the ongoing matters before the court my request can not be brought to 
the public agenda. However, I would like to bring to your attention that after carefully reviewing 
the matters before the court the following break down is as follows 

CV-15-530281 ONSC 6667 was served on the City of Vaughan on December 8/2015 and its 
regarding the hold back of the Subdivision agreement. 

CV- 16-561498 ONSC 3936 was served on the City in March of 2017 and brought before the 
courts without the publics knowledge of this claim even existing as this claim speaks to the gate 
that was installed on September 15/2015.  

There is no matter that is currently before the courts that represent the argument of these 
stockpiles. As these stockpiles were from the illegal remedial operations that occurred in the 
summer of 2018. Where the Ministry laid charges and the charges were heard in Newmarket 
court which resulted to a guilty verdict by Judge Clark On or around September 23/2019.  

Mrs. Hall-McGuire, I would like to address paragraph 5 of your January 23/2020 
communications. I will quote your Statement then will make my comments. 

” In your correspondence dated January 16, 2020 you refer to recordings of my phone conversations 
with Ms. Simone Barbieri. Please be advised that these recordings are relevant to Simone’s litigation 



against the City and accordingly these recordings must be preserved, and the City reserves the right to 
request all recordings be produced in the litigation. I have copied Ms. Simone Barbieri on this email to 
ensure she is aware of her ongoing obligation to preserve (and eventually produce) all recordings of 
conversations between her and City staff related to 5550 Langstaff.”  

The above statements in my opinion hold many contradictions to upholding the true validity of 
the process of legal matters that are before the courts.  

First if the City of Vaughan is reserving the right to preserve articles that represent a matter 
before the courts.  

Then in my opinion as the legal Matters with Mr. Gentile began in 2015 the City of Vaughan 
never enforced the validity of that matter to be preserved as its still before the courts.  

Instead the City of Vaughan continued working with Mr. Gentile but shut the residents out of 
any and all communications.  

Please let’s not forget the Environmental Compliance Approval that was issued to 1668137 
Ontario Inc on April 4/2014 for the municipal property known as 5550 Langstaff Lot 11 Con 8.  

Also carried compliance issues that 1668137 Ontario Inc needed to seek an amendment for or 
request an appeal to the ECA to operate within compliance on the Property of 5550 Langstaff 
when conducting the remedial operations of the property. 

 As that was established once again in the Newmarket court on or around September 23/2019 
that neither option was ever exercised by Mr. Gentile of 1668137 Ontario Inc.  

It was also established that all involved parties were aware of this non-compliance to the 
Environmental Protection Act of the ECA as the Provincial officer orders that were amended 4 
times were never complied with since 2014 and the Ministry took the position of not amending 
the provincial officer orders any further because of the unwillingness of cooperation of the Mr. 
Gentile not operating within the legislation of O/Reg 153/04 and O/Reg 347.  

There were letters issued out by the Ministry to the City of Vaughan regarding Liability exposure 
of section 168 of the Environmental protection Act.  

How ever in my opinion it seems that the City of Vaughan never acted accordingly with those 
communications as not a single resident was ever informed of these liability risks or any other 
prudent information enclosed in these environmental documents.  

When reviewing the Policy of the VOP I have come to understand the following. Through policy 
that our City of Vaughan council has passed and endorsed it affirms that the Environmental 
Protection Act is Linked with the Building Code Act 1992. Once a policy is passed and the 
Municipality decides to place a Municipal service inspector on and municipal property 
development, the municipal service inspector in collaboration with our elective local council and 
staff owe a duty of care to whom all that can be affected, harmed or damaged. As these 
responsibilities of the City of Vaughan or the property owner were never practiced. 

Can you please explain to me how the matters of CV-15-530281 of 2015 has not been set down 
for trial? 



 When you review the court process of an allotted time frame for a matter before the courts. The 
Courts allow a matter a 5-year window to be resolved or set down for trial. As it currently stands 
Dec 8/2020 is the 5-year anniversary of CV-15-530281 ONSC 6667. Which in my opinion was 
never going to be set down for trail, but only used as a tool to cut out the public voice or public 
consultation that is owed to us through public policy and process. 

As well the City of Vaughan has taken the position with Simone Barbieri to categorize her 
communications as vexatious and frivolous, and then suspending her municipal services for a 
duration of 3 months. When in that process the City of Vaughan was in a position of full 
knowledge of history of non-compliance of Mr. Gentile and was in possession of prudent 
information within environment documents that could of prevent a world of harm, 
stigmatization, damages, financial burden etc. On the residents and their own private properties. 

When reviewing Simone’s FOI package from the MEPC the online file holds a volume of an 
approximate of 6321 pages of all current environmental documents that the DTE department of 
the City of Vaughan has received and is required to use within the review process of the policy 
of the Vaughan official plan according to section 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, of the Policy. As the City of 
Vaughan currently should not be questioning or be able to indicate that they are not currently 
aware of what documents are currently being used. As the way the file was downloaded from the 
MEPC was in the current stage of each document being submitted and used for reference of 
current operations of the site.  

In 2017 there was another claim of CV-16-561498 that was served to the City of Vaughan from 
Mr. Gentile of 1668135 Ontario Inc regarding the gate that was installed on the end of Campania 
court in the area of the City of Vaughan 0.3 meter reserve as Mr. Gentile did not comply to his 
commitment of 2015 ROP that the City of Vaughan issued out against public knowledge because 
the City of Vaughan knew that the residents were apposed to this as Mr. gentile had a phase 1 
entrance to utilize on his site of 5550 Langstaff. That claim in no way represent the illegal 
occurrences that took place in 2018.  

As the CV-16-561498 as well has not been put down for trial and the City of Vaughan taking the 
position to not preserve the evidence of that matter of the final decision that was written by Mr. 
Justice P.J. Cavanagh in paragraph 5 that no hauling of waste was permitted off the site of 5550 
Langstaff through Campania court. Yet hauling of waste was occurring and when we notified the 
City of Vaughan no action was taken as the hauling carried out through the whole summer of 
2018. Then when we called the YRP to intervene the Officer took the position to contact Andrew 
Pearce and in that phone call the Office informed Andrew that he had the ability to cease the 
hauling, it was then when Andrew responded no let it continue. Obstructing a courts decision and 
the YRP from doing their job.  

Mrs. Hall-McGuire, as I do respect the legal system and the process to uphold the integrity of 
any matter that goes before the courts, I ask you to please allow me to understand how the 
integrity of the matters that are currently before the courts with Mr. gentile has been preserved 
and upheld. As there is a least a half of a decade in my opinion when reviewing the events that 
took place and the documents in the Hands of the City of Vaughan that have occurred against 
compliance of policy and legislated framework and operations of the site were never ceased and 
discussions between all parties were never discontinued until the matters before the court were 
settled. Please explain the preserve to produce and the elements of integrity regarding these 
matter in keeping with respecting the court systems legal process?? 



Therefore, after carful review the matter of the 2018 Stockpile is no where involved in the any of 
Mr. Gentile claims against the City of Vaughan before the courts. Therefore, currently I do not 
see the resistance once again to add this item to the public agenda. As a community letter you 
stated is being prepared for the community. Wouldn’t that letter act in the same way of adding 
this item to the public agenda of February 11/2020? 

 The clear resistance I see here from the City of Vaughan is that you are clearly trying to cut of 
the resident’s voice and as well cut out the ability of any of this prudent information hitting the 
public record. If that resistance is not true, I do not see why it should be an issue to add this 
matter to the public agenda.  

The communication you attached from Aug 8/2019 where you asked Simone Barbieri about the 
identified sensitive receptors here is Simone Barbieri’s original communication that was sent out 
and what she was asking and requesting.  

What Simone Barbieri was seeking from the City of Vaughan after reviewing information that 
was finally provide through the FOI process of MEPC that Sensitive identified receptors existed, 
and the property of 12 Campania court was included in that identification. Which at that point 
was new concerning information that was never expressed to the residents of 12 Campania court 
in the existence of this project and was never brought to a public agenda in the City of Vaughan. 

At this time, I will agree with Simone such agreements should have been put in place and as 
clear indication from returned communication indicates that you have refused to indicate the 
acknowledgement of such agreement.  

Mrs. Rebecca Hall-McGuire, Aug 6/2019 @ 11:26am  
 
“Can you please send me a copy of Identified Sensitive Receptor Agreements that were enter into with all outlined 
identified sensitive receptors, that would provide a mitigation plan, that was enter into by all parties, protecting from 
harm and damages before the City of Vaughan entered into development agreements, draft plan agreements, and 
passed any Municipal bylaws in council at the City of Vaughan with respect to 1668135 Ontario Inc, 1668137 Ontario 
Inc, Antonio Gentile, Gentile Brother Construction Limited for municipal property known as 5550 Langstaff,  Vaughan, 
Ontario, Lot 11 Cons 8.  
 
Can you please provide the agreements that bears proof that the identified sensitive receptors enter with the City of 
Vaughan and the proponent of 5550 Langstaff property before the remediation broke ground at 5550 Langstaff, 
Vaughan, Ontario, under the Municipal Code. That provides outline that all identified sensitive receptors were 
disclosed of the risks being an identified receptor and that intel's an outline of requirements, and responsibilities of the 
proponent and the City of Vaughan to maintain a safe environment, without health risks, harm or damages to all 
identified sensitive receptors that bears a plan to protect all, and in the event damages or harm were to occur what 
the mitigation plan set out to remediate the damages on one's private property or quality of life.” 
 
Regards 
Simone Barbieri 
 
Mrs. Hall-McGuire, I feel that you have misinterpreted Simone’s email.  She was requesting you 
to provide her these documents.  I understand sometimes things get misinterpreted through 
written communications, therefore verbal communication provides an opportunity for clarity.  
Please understand we have done nothing wrong.  We are just trying to reach a win win situation 
for all parties regarding this mess.  I don’t think this is asking to much.   
 
Kind Regards, 
Phyllis Barbieri  


